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Editor's Summary
The present case dealt with the registration of container trade marks. The appellant had adopted the Bocksbeutel
bottle since the early 1950s for marketing one of its wines. In 1962, it applied for the trade mark registration of the
container. When it agreed to limit the registration to alcoholic beverages produced in South Africa, a container mark
in the form of a Bocksbeutel was registered by the Registrar.
As the respondent also used the Bocksbeutel bottle for its locally produced wines, the appellant instituted action
for interdictory relief based on alleged trade mark infringement. That application was met with respondent's
counterapplication for expungement of appellant's trade mark on the ground that the container mark lacked the
necessary capability to distinguish appellant's wines from those of other wine producers.
Held  Although the idea was initially met with some resistance, it eventually came to be generally recognised that
not only containers but also shapes of goods may perform a trade mark function.
According to the Court, as containers are not usually perceived to be source indicators, a container mark must, in
order to be able to fulfil a trade mark function, at least differ significantly from the norm or custom of the sector.
Even then, it does not necessarily mean that it is capable of distinguishing because the question remains whether
the public would perceive the container to be a badge of origin and not merely another vessel.
At the time the appellant's trade mark was registered, the Bocksbeutel could have performed a badge of origin
function enabling it, without more, to distinguish the wine of one producer from that of another. If the appellant's
bottle were to be compared to bottles of foreign wine producers selling in South Africa, no distinction could be
found. Thus, the container mark should not have been registered.
A further argument by the appellant was that that its Bocksbeutel could distinguish its locally produced wine from
any other locally produced wine considering that there were no other local producers at the registration date. The
Court supported the High Court's rejection of this argument. The appellant's argument was misconceived because
when its mark was stripped of its labelling, the
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bottle served no distinguishable feature and the wine bottled in that mark could have been produced anywhere.
The appeal was dismissed with costs.
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Judgment
HARMS JA:
[1]

This appeal concerns a trade mark dispute relating to a wine bottle. The appellant sought to interdict the
respondent from infringing its
View Parallel Citation

registered trade mark for a container for alcoholic beverages (TM 1977/00647) and the respondent, in turn,
sought to have the mark expunged. Waglay AJ, in the Cape High Court, ordered the mark to be expunged
and, consequently, found it unnecessary to decide the infringement issue. The appeal is with his leave.

[2]

Wine drinking is steeped in tradition and wine is usually marketed in conventional bottles. These include the
thick glass Champagne bottle used for sparkling wines, the Burgundy bottle with low shoulders, the Bordeaux
bottle with its broad shoulders, the maceshaped bottle used for Rhein and Moselle wines, the Alsace slender
flute, the Chianti bulbous fiasco and, relevant for present purposes, the socalled Bocksbeutel. By the name
hangs a tail. Translated literally from the German (though not entirely accurately) Bocksbeutel means a "goat's
pouch", which, it is said, is a humorous (according to others, vulgar) allusion to its shape. It is a short, flat,
broadbellied glass flagon or, to give another description, a bottle with a flattened globular shape.

The oldest surviving example of a Bocksbeutel is supposed to date back to 1400 BC. Originally they were made
from leather or wood. As many a shepherd or soldier could have testified, it is easier to carry a flat hipflask
against the body than a round one. These bottles have been in constant use by Franconian vintners for at
least 500 years for their better wines and in consequence Germany has tried to obtain protection for the
bottle as a geographical indication. The problem for Germany is, however, that the bottle shape had been
used in Bolzano province, Italy, for more than a
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century, and that it had been used classically by Portuguese wine growers for their famed vino verde.1
[3]

The appellant ("Bergkelder"  I do not intend drawing a distinction between the appellant and its
predecessorintitle) adopted the Bocksbeutel bottle in the early 1950s for marketing its Grünberger line of
wines. It is a successful line and the only locally produced wine that was being sold in a Bocksbeutel.
Bergkelder sold about 2m litres of Grünberger wines to the value of about R25m during 2002. When it began
marketing this wine, Portuguese wines were being sold on the local market in Bocksbeutels and they are still
so being sold. Bergkelder, who imported standard bottles off the shelf, was audacious in applying for the
registration of the container as a design in 1962 (absolute novelty was required) and the Registrar
surprisingly (if that is the appropriate adverb to use in the circumstances) granted the application. When the
design registration was about to lapse, Bergkelder applied on 16 February 1977 for a trade mark registration
for the container. Importers of Portuguese wines opposed the application and eventually after more than
eight years the matter was settled. Bergkelder undertook to limit the registration to alcoholic beverages
"produced in South Africa". The
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Registrar happily endorsed the settlement and registered a container mark in the form of a Bocksbeutel in Part
A of the register in class 33 with the agreed limitation.2
[4]

The respondents also use a Bocksbeutel bottle for their locally produced wines. There is, however, this
difference: a large and prominent crayfish is embossed on the one flat side. The use of this bottle, Bergkelder
alleged, is an infringement of its registered trade mark. The respondents countered by denying that their
container so nearly resembles the registered mark "as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion", the test laid
d o w n b y section 34(1)(a) o f t h e T r a d e M a r k s A c t 194 of 1993. In addition, they have asked for an
expungement of the mark on various grounds, the main being that the container mark lacked at the time of
registration and still lacks the necessary capability to distinguish Bergkelder's wines from those of other wine
producers.

[5]

The registration was granted under the repealed Trade Marks Act 62 of 1963. This Act, for the first time, made
provision for the registration of containers as trade marks. The definition of "mark" in the Act as originally
promulgated included a "distinctive container" alongside the more conventional types of marks such as
devices, names, words and the like.
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The Act was amended during 1971 when the adjective "distinctive" was deleted from the definition. It did not
change much because, in order to have been registrable in Part A of the register, which was the case here, a
trade mark had to contain or consist of "a distinctive mark".
[6]

That containers could perform a trade mark function, ie, could be a badge of origin, was not at the time
generally accepted or recognised. As late as 1986, the House of Lords3 regarded as startling the idea that a
bottle  in that case the classic CocaCola bottle  could be a trade mark. One of the consequences of such
recognition, the Lords felt, would be to create perpetual monopolies in containers, something unacceptable
even if "the manufacturer has in the eyes of the public established a connection between the shape of the
container and the manufacturer."4

[7]

In due course it was generally recognised that not only containers
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but also shapes of goods may perform a trade mark function.5 For example, English law, implementing a
European Community Directive, now provides that a trade mark may consist of "the shape of goods or their
packaging" and our 1993 Act, similarly, states that shapes and containers for goods may be trade marks.
Importantly, from a legal perspective these trade marks do not differ from any other kind of trade mark:
"the criteria for assessing the distinctive character of threedimensional shapeofproducts marks are no different
from those applicable to other categories of trade mark."6

However, from a practical point of view they stand on a different footing.
[8]

The problem they pose for their promoters is that according to the public perception containers and shapes
generally do not, in American parlance, serve as source identifiers.7 Containers are usually perceived to be
functional and, if not run of the mill, to be decorative and not badges of origin. Laddie J pointed out that
merely because a bottle shape is both new and visually distinctive, meaning that it would be recognised as
different to other bottles on the market, does not mean that it would convey to someone who was not a
trade mark specialist that it was intended to be an indication of origin or that it performed that function.8 This
dictum was quoted with approval by the English Court of Appeal in Bograin9 where Jacob LJ rejected the
proposition that even a very fancy shape is
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necessarily enough to confer on it an inherently distinctive character. He said:10
"As a matter of principle I do not accept that just because a shape is unusual for the kind of goods concerned, the
public will automatically take it as denoting trade origin, as being the badge of the maker. At the heart of trade mark
law is the function of a trade mark  expressed in Recital 10 of the Directive [of the European Community] as an
indication of origin. The perception of the public  of the average consumer is what matters. Mr Daniel Alexander QC,
for the Registrar, helpfully pointed out that the kinds of sign which may be registered fall into a kind of spectrum as
regards public perception. This starts with the
View Parallel Citation
most distinctive forms such as invented words and fancy devices. In the middle are things such as semidescriptive
words and devices. Towards the end are shapes of containers. The end would be the very shape of the goods. Signs
at the beginning of the spectrum are of their very nature likely to be taken as put on the goods to tell you who made
them. Even containers, such as the fancy Henkel container may be perceived as chosen especially by the maker of
the contents (eg shampoo) to say 'look  here is the product of me, the maker of the contents'. But, at the very end
of the spectrum, the shape of goods as such is unlikely to convey such a message. The public is not used to mere
shapes conveying trade mark significance . . .. The same point was made about slogans in Das Prinzip der
Bequemlichkeit, para 35:
'the authorities may take account of the fact that average consumers are not in the habit of making assumptions
about the origin of products on the basis of such slogans'."

[9]

Since containers are not usually perceived to be source indicators, a container mark must, in order to be able
to fulfil a trade mark function, at least differ "significantly from the norm or custom of the sector". This appears
from one of the Henkel judgments (supra) of the European Court of Justice where this was said:11
"In those circumstances, the
to be taken by the product
character . . .. Only a trade
fulfils its essential function of

more closely the shape for which registration is sought resembles the shape most likely
in question, the greater the likelihood of the shape being devoid of any distinctive
mark which departs significantly from the norm or customs of the sector and thereby
indicating origin, is not devoid of any distinctive character . . .."

But, as mentioned, the mere fact that it does so differ does not necessarily mean that it is capable of
distinguishing because the question remains whether the public would perceive the container to be a badge
of origin and not merely another vessel.12
[10] Jeremy Phillips points to yet another aspect and that is the dependency of shape marks (the same applies to
container marks) on other marks such as word marks.13 The dependency may be such that, as we know is
the case
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in the present instance, the trade mark owner did not trust the bottle "to do this job [of identification of trade
source] on its own".14
[11] A registered word mark does not give copyright protection and, likewise, it is wrong to assume that container
marks give a patentlike or industrial designlike monopoly in the container itself. 15 As Andrew Phang Boon
Leong J said in National Fittings:
View Parallel Citation
"whilst the court should recognise and give effect to the rights of registered trade mark holders wherever appropriate,
it should also bear in mind the fact that such rights should not be permitted to either blatantly or subtly develop into
disguised monopolies which stifle or stymie the general public interest and welfare."

[12] Section 20(4) of the 1963 Act permitted the registrar to accept an application for registration subject to

conditions and limitations. The term "limitations" was defined to include a limitation as to the mode of use of
the exclusive right to the use of a trade mark (section 2 sv "limitations") and a geographical limitation would
probably be covered thereby. A limitation such as the present, ie, for "alcoholic beverages produced in South
Africa" appears to be a permissible limitation.
[13] The original registration of a trade mark registered under the 1963 Act in Part A of the register (the 1993 Act
no longer provides for separate parts of the register) is, after seven years from the date of registration, taken
to be valid in all respects unless, ia, "the trade mark offends against" the provisions of section 16 (section
42). The date of registration is considered to be the date of application for registration (16 February
1977).16Section 16(1) of the 1963 Act stated that it was not lawful to register "any matter the use of which
would be likely to deceive or cause confusion" as a trade mark.
[14] In terms of the transitional provisions contained in section 70(1) of the 1993 Act, these provisions survived
since the validity of the original entry of existing trade marks has to be determined in accordance with the
laws in force at the date of the entry. But not much turns on this because under the 1993 Act a mark that "is
not capable of distinguishing" in the trade mark sense is liable to be expunged unless it has in fact become
capable of distinguishing as a result of the use of the mark (section 10(2) read with the proviso to section
10).
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[15] That then brings me to the factual question whether, during 1977, a Bocksbeutel could have performed a
"badge of origin" function enabling it, without more, to distinguish the wine of one producer from that of
another. In the light of the common cause facts, the answer must clearly be in the negative. If one were to
put a socalled Grünberger bottle, stripped of its labels, next to a nude vino verde or Frankenwein bottle, one
would not be able to distinguish the one from the other. On the contrary, the use of the Grünberger bottle as
a trade mark would, in
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these circumstances, be palpably misleading. But, Bergkelder ripostes, the use of the Bocksbeutel as some or
other kind of geographical indication by Franconians, Portuguese and some Italians is proof of the fact that a
Bocksbeutel has the inherent capability to act as a badge of origin. The answer is this: a Bocksbeutel may have
some informal and limited function as a certification or collective mark but that fact in itself establishes
conclusively that it cannot be a badge of origin in the ordinary trade mark sense, ie, it cannot distinguish the
goods or services of one person from those of another.17
[16] Secondly, Bergkelder argues that its Bocksbeutel could distinguish its locally produced wine from any other
locally produced wine bearing in mind that there were no other local producers at the registration date. That,
it said, should be the inquiry because of the limitation. The High Court dismissed this argument. It held that
Bergkelder's reliance on the limitations of use in order to create a monopoly is misconceived because when
Bergkelder's mark is stripped of its labelling, the bottle serves no distinguishable feature and the wine bottled
in that mark could have been produced anywhere.
[17] I respectfully agree. During argument the following example was put to counsel. Would it be possible to
register as a container mark the wellknown Dimple bottle (used for marketing Scottish whisky) in respect of
"spirits produced in South Africa" without causing confusion?18 The only answer counsel could offer was that
there is apparently some regulation somewhere that requires wines and spirits to contain an indication of the
country of origin and that the ordinary purchaser would look for that indication and would then know that the
product has a different source. I cannot accept the proposition. To paraphrase a statement in Viking,19 this
response acknowledges that Grünberger's commercial origin is ultimately identified on the basis of other
distinguishing features and that the consumer will therefore not see the bottle as a sign indicating that the
goods come from a particular undertaking but will rather see it merely as an aspect of the marketing of the
particular wine. Were it otherwise, there could not be any confusion in the trade mark sense between
Grünberger
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wines (supposing that they are South African) and an imported wine bearing the same name mark.
[18] Bergkelder placed some reliance on the fact that since the date of registration Grünberger was the only local
wine marketed in a Bocksbeutel
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and that, if it comes to wine sales in Bocksbeutels, Grünberger was dominant in the market. Therefore,
according to the submission the container in question has (in terms of the proviso to section 10 of the 1993
Act) in fact become capable of distinguishing as a result of the use of the mark. This Court has rejected a
similar argument20 because it is based on the "unspoken and illogical assumption that 'use equals
distinctiveness'"21 and loses sight of the fact that "to be really distinctive of a person's goods [a trade mark]
must generally speaking be incapable of application to the goods of anyone else."22 Put differently, although
the shape of the container may assist in distinguishing Bergkelder's wine, a Bocksbeutel cannot per se perform
the "badge of origin" function with other wines in Bocksbeutels on the market.
[19] For these reasons it is unnecessary to deal with the other issues raised in the appeal and the following order

issues:
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
(Streicher, Cameron, Lewis JJA and Cachalia AJA concurred in the judgment of Harms JA.)
For the appellant:
None indicated
For the respondent:
None indicated
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